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In-situ calibration:
Using the field measurements in combination with 
“known” environmental conditions to improve the 
calibration
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Introduction Oxygen Optode 
Characteristic:
● Long term stability
● Non-invasive 
(no oxygen consumption)
● NOT made for 
oceanographers seeking for 
decadal change of 
~ 1 µmol/kg...
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Introduction Oxygen Optode 
From the Phase shift to oxygen:
● AADI purchases sensing foil from PreSense Incorporation 
(good for 100 optodes)
● The sensing foil batch (good for 100 optodes) is “bulk” 
calibrated by finding an Dphase/oxygen relation which 
depends on temperature:
● typically 5 temperatures (between 3° and 40°C) and 
7 oxygen concentrations (0 to 400µmol/l)
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Introduction Oxygen Optode 
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Results are reported in a data sheet that comes with 
each optode...
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Introduction Oxygen Optode 
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Laboratory 
calibration
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Batch Calibration
● Example: Foil-batch no. 4804
Negative
Oxygen...
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Fine-tuning: Individual foil Calibration
● Two – point calibration for raw Dphase
(1st order polynom is derived)
● Two – point calibration (see also Aanderaa manual)
● O2 = 0% (Temp. T1, pressure p1)
● O2 = 100% (Temp. T2, pressure p2)
for 0%: use sodium sulfite (Na
2
SO
3
) to remove oxygen
for 100%: inject bubbles
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Batch foil calibration + 2-point calibration
● Dphase (corr) = - 7.4948 + 1.713 * Dphase (raw)
Nicht 
relevant
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Calibration problem
● Two – point calibration (0/100%) with only one 
temperature does not constrain well the correction
● Some laboratories calibrate the optode based on a 
range of temperature/oxygen/pressure situations
● Not always possible!! → in-situ calibration
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Mission in the Southeast Pacific
20 days 10.1.-30.1.2009
185 profiles (60% > 500m)
560km (3 km resolution)
● 20 days: Jan. 2009
● 185 profiles
● 560km section
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Mission in the Southeast Pacific
● Observations in core of the oxygen minimum 
zone (150 to 500m depth range)
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Mission in the Southeast Pacific
● Profiles:
● Oxygen in Minimum <0
● Hysteresis in 
gradient zone (oxycline)
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Mission in the Southeast Pacific
● Profiles:
● Oxygen in Minimum <0
● Hysteresis in 
gradient zone (oxycline)
● Optode temperature too 
slow → 
correct by using glider 
CTD temperature (& 
salinity)
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Mission in the Southeast Pacific
● Good: 
two T/oxygen range with “known” concentration 
→ OMZ~3µmol/l; surface=100% saturated
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Optode data in “known” concentrations: 
OMZ (~ 3 mmol/l)
Batch foil 
calibration 
(2.8 - 3 µmol/l) 
2-point lab & 
Batch foil 
calibration
(2.8 to 3 µmol/l) 
Observed
(2.8 to 3 µmol/l) 
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Optode data in “known” concentrations
● Similar for 100% saturation
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Do a calibration
● Advantage of Pacific OMZ data:
constant & known oxygen content over a wide 
temperature range 
→ A robust least square fit is possible
● Different combinations of variables (T, S, p, O
2
) in 
the constrained Dphase ranges (3µmol/l & 100%) 
are possible.
● We found a good overall agreement (Winkler & 
Optode) for a (p, T, T2) fit. 
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Before & After
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Before & After (with p, T, T² fit)
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Recommendations
Before Deployment:
● Always record Dphase
● Do at least a 0% & 100% saturation calibration before deployment
● After 0% & 100% calibration:
Read out ALL calibration from optode before glider deployment
Deployment:
● Sample 1 sec (SLOCUM glider software > V7.0)
● Record data (at least at some) up AND downcasts
After Deployment:
● Always use calibrated glider CTD temperature and salinity for conversion 
Dphase → Oxygen (µmol/l)
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Thanks
In certain cases calibration is hopeless...
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Manufacturer specification
